Now the Complete Hybrid System also available in all Electromagnetic version. Now no need to connect air supply. Companies without air connection can take advantage of this stable ethernet based machine and have an excellent marking experience.

The machine is designed to be a 24x7 machine and is fitted with a Hi-Performance Coil system. That ensures you get the best quality of marking without having to stop for the coil to get cold.

But Beware, the coil indeed gets hot.
Detail Specifications

Standard Marking window: 120mm X 100mm
Std. Column Height adjustment: 400mm
Imprinting power: 100 N
Imprinting force variation: Upto 9 force codes available for different depths.
Marking Speed: depends on the application and font used.
Port: LAN Port (Static Ip)

Requirements:
Electrical connection: 240v
PC Required Configuration: Any Standard PC with a free LAN port or Ethernet hub.
Operating Software: Windows 7 or 8.1 or 10

Material of Construction:
Machine Cover: Carbon Steel with powder coating.
Colour of machine: Siemens Grey with Blue Column & Black Base
Pneumatics: Mac, SMC & Janatics
CNC Controller: 2 Axis Hybrid Controller from STAMP 'IT
Drive: Stepper Motors.
Packing: Air worthy packing.

Software Features:
Software: Operates with proprietary software STAMPITLAN 2017 available free along with the machine.
Storage Capacity: Unlimited storage and Designs possible.
Features: Normal, Circular, Inside Circle, Incremental and Decremental Serial Numbers, Date & Time Code, LOG File generation, Barcode Scanner Output, Variable Data, CSV File linking, and many more.
Fonts: Dot 5x7 & 7x9,11x19, Single Line Standard, Fast Font & Cursive Font, Double Line TTF Fonts. (Over 100 Single Line Fonts)
Logos: HPGL PLT Files import.

Optional Features:
Customisation: Lot of Customisable Accessories available.
Machine also available as separate controller and marking head mounted on the standard CF-02 Column Frame.
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